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Reversible cross-linking is a method of enhancing the mechanical properties of polymeric materials. The
inspiration for this kind of cross-linking comes from nature, which uses this strategy in a large variety of
biological materials to dramatically increase their toughness. Recently, first attempts were made to transfer this
principle to technological applications. In this study, Monte Carlo simulations are used to investigate the effect of
the number and the topology of reversible cross-links on the mechanical performance of a simple model system.
Computational cyclic loading tests are performed, and the work to fracture and the energy dissipation per cycle are
determined, which both increase when the density of cross-links is increased. Furthermore, a different topology
of the bonds may increase the work to fracture by a factor of more than 2 for the same density. This dependence of
the mechanical properties on the topology of the bonds has important implications on the self-healing properties
of such systems, because only a fast return of the system to its unloaded state after release of the load ensures
that the optimal topology may form.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.91.032603 PACS number(s): 82.35.−x, 87.10.Rt, 87.15.La
I. INTRODUCTION
Cross-linking is a common strategy used in natural as well
as in technological polymeric materials to enhance their me-
chanical properties [1]. One of the most prominent examples
is the development of vulcanization by Goodyear in 1839.
Permanent cross-linking with sulfur bridges significantly
improved the mechanical performance of rubber products.
Since then many other applications for polymer cross-linking
have been invented [2]. Recently covalent cross-linking was
also suggested to improve the shear stability in carbon
nanostructures like graphene and carbon nanotubes [3,4]. In
natural materials the bending properties of actin bundles of
the cell cytoskeleton differ by several orders of magnitude
depending on the degree of cross-linking [5–7].
Besides permanent (covalent) cross-linking, nature also
uses the concept of reversible cross-links, which provides an
efficient way of toughening the material. Differently from
permanent cross-links, these so-called sacrificial bonds (SBs)
can open and close reversibly. SBs have been found in a
large variety of biological materials such as bone [8,9] and
wood [10] and some fibrous materials such as silk [11,12],
the mussel byssus [13–15], and the whelk egg capsule [16].
The strength of individual SBs can differ greatly, from several
hundred milli–electron volts for hydrogen bridges to a value
close to the strength of covalent bonds for metal coordination
bonds [17,18].
SBs are cross-links that are weaker than the covalent bonds
that hold the structure together. Thus, upon loading, the SBs
rupture first while the covalent bonds remain intact [8,19].
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Whenever an SB fails, hidden length may be revealed by
opening and unfolding of loops in the protein, and thus, energy
dissipated [8]. Furthermore, SBs are often reversible; i.e., they
can open and close repeatedly. Consequently, after some time
the material regains its original mechanical properties when
the load is released [20,21]. These remarkable properties
of reversible cross-links trigger the desire to transfer some
of the underlying principles to technological applications.
Attempts include the development of self-healing polymeric
materials with increased stiffness and extensibility [22–24],
mechanical improvement of hydrogels [25–28], fabrication of
mussel-inspired polydopamine films for use in biomedical or
electrochemical applications [29–31], and functionalization
of graphene using mussel-inspired chemistry [32]. Similar
concepts have been used to reinforce weak elastomers with stiff
fillers. In these concepts, the bonds between the elastomer and
the fillers act as SBs [33]. Upon cyclic loading filled elastomers
often show a pronounced hysteresis and a deformation-induced
softening during the second loading cycle, the so-called
Mullins effect. This softening arises because the bonds
between elastomer and filler that re-form during unloading
are reduced in strength and stiffness compared to the original
bonds [34]. Theoretical approaches to describing this effect
range from macroscopic continuum models using constitutive
equations [35–39] to microscopic models using molecular
dynamics simulations [40].
Understanding the underlying structure-function relation-
ships that allow for this extraordinary mechanical performance
is of utmost importance to mimic these fundamental design
principles and to transfer them into novel man-made mate-
rials [41]. This understanding, nevertheless, is an extremely
complicated task due to the enormous complexity and subtle
interactions that are found in biological systems. Thus, simple
models focusing on well-defined aspects of the problem may
be addressed either analytically or with the help of computer
simulations and are indispensable tools making these complex
systems theoretically tractable and helping the interpretation
of experimental findings. Using analytical and computational
modeling techniques, it was shown that confinement strongly
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influences the rupture of hydrogen bonds in silk-like struc-
tures [42,43], that the distribution of SBs determines the shear
deformability in bone [44], and that mechanical properties
of structures relying on SBs show a pronounced dependence
on pulling speed [45,46]. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the role of SBs in the mechanical properties of the
investigated system is completely analogous to the role of
reversible cross-links in other polymeric systems, e.g., actin
fiber bundles [47,48].
In the present paper we investigate a simple model of
a single-polymer chain that can reversibly form cross-links
between some of its monomers mimicking the effect of
SBs. Using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations we investigate
the influence of SB density and topology on the work to
fracture and specifically on the amount of dissipated energy
per loading cycle. Special emphasis in the discussion is put
on the process of re-forming ruptured SBs during unloading
of the system. This re-forming determines the mechanical
properties after one loading cycle and is thus strongly linked to
the self healing capabilities of the structures. The mechanical
properties depend on the topology that SBs form when closing.
The type of topology is strongly influenced by the rate at which
the loaded structure returns into its native state. The approach
chosen in this paper is to build an especially simple model,
capturing the essentials of sacrificial bonding. While the model
is too simple and generic to allow modeling of any special
experimental system quantitatively, it provides the advantage
that its thermodynamic and mechanical behavior can be
understood completely. As a next step the basic mechanisms
underlying energy dissipation and recovery identified in this
model will also help to understand the much more complex
situation in real systems.
II. THE MODEL
The model is inspired by the fascinating class of metallopro-
teins and was already presented in [49]. Thus, in the following
only a short description is given focusing on the new concepts
used in this paper. This work is inspired by proteins, where
the segments which carry SBs are relatively short with only 30
to 80 amino acids [68]. Consequently, our model consists of a
single, linear chain of N = 50 covalently bonded beads with a
hard-sphere radius R (that we set as the unit of length). Thus,
one bead in the model roughly corresponds to one amino acid.
The energetics of the covalent bonds are described via a Morse
potential as shown is Fig. 1:
E(rij ) = E0{[1 − exp(−β(rij − r0))]2 − 1} (1)
E0 = 5 eV is the depth of the potential, β−1 = 0.5 R
the width of the potential, r0 = 3R the equilibrium distance
and rij is the distance between the two neighboring beads.
Consequently the contour length of the chain is given by LC =
(N − 1)r0. To account for the effect of reversible cross-links
Ns of the beads are defined as sticky. The sticky sites are
introduced regularly, i.e., the same number of non-sticky sites
separating them. Always two of these sticky sites could form a
SB. The energetics of the SBs are described with an identical
potential as the covalent bonds but with a reduced binding
energy. Because experimental findings indicate that a typical
metal coordination bond has a strength of approximately 20%
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the model. Black spheres
denote the two fixed outer beads defining the end-to-end distance
L; dark and light spheres correspond to nonsticky and sticky sites,
respectively. Covalent bonds are indicated by black lines, while a
closed sacrificial bond is shown by the zigzag (green) line. (b) Morse
potentials of different binding energies are used to describe the
energetics of covalent and sacrificial bonds as shown by the solid
and dashed curves, respectively.
to 30% of a covalent bond [17,60] we set ESB0 = 1.25 eV (see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). The cross-links were allowed to open
and close reversibly and cross-link updating was performed
using a standard Metropolis algorithm [50]. Updating the
position of the inner beads of the chain was also performed
using the Metropolis algorithm. Simulations were performed
in the Helmholtz ensemble by pinning the first and last
bead defining the end-to-end distance L = |r1 − rN | of the
chain [51]. Simulations mimicking cyclic loading experiments
were performed by starting from a small end-to-end distance
that was gradually increased until L/LC = 1. Then the loading
was reversed, i.e. L was slowly decreased, until the initial
end-to-end distance was recovered. Eventually the chain was
then stretched a second time. During each simulation step the
force on the outer beads was recorded and averaged. For each
length up to 3 million MC steps, i.e., jump trials per bead and
per sticky site, were performed. The results reported in this
paper are the averages of 20 independent runs for stretching
and 10 independent runs for unloading of the chain. In the
simulations the temperature was set to the ambient value of
kBT = 25 meV.
III. RESULTS
A. Influence of the sticky site density
Independent starting configurations with small end-to-end
distances were prepared by slowly unloading a fully stretched
chain without sticky sites to the starting length L/LC =
0.04. Then the sticky sites were introduced corresponding
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Number of closed SBs as a function of
time for the two high SB densities. Data are the average of 100
independent runs for each sticky site density. Note the logarithmic
scaling of the time axis. Inset: The same data with a linear time axis.
to densities ρs = Ns/N = 0.08, 0.24, and 0.48, respectively,
and SBs were allowed to form. Figure 2 shows the average
number of closed SBs as a function of the time measured in
units of MC steps and the two densities of sticky sites. At
both densities there is an initial steep increase in sticky site
number that subsequently slows down at longer times. This
behavior is similar to what was shown in experiments that
report an initially fast recovery of the mechanical properties,
reaching approximately 70% after waiting times of 1 h but
slowing down considerably, to a recovery of only 95%, after
168 h [13].
Figure 3 shows load-displacement curves for cyclic loading
and the three investigated sticky site densities obtained after
the SBs had formed. Black symbols show the behavior during
loading, while gray (red) symbols denote unloading of the
structure. The bottom row in the same figure shows the
corresponding number of intact SBs. The lowest density
corresponds to Ns = 4 sticky sites in the system, which are
separated by 10 monomers. When this structure is stretched
a discrete rupture of SBs can be observed [see Fig. 3(a)].
The position of the observed force peaks is determined by the
topology of the involved SBs, while its height is intimately
tied to the thermal fluctuations of the protein backbone and
is considerably smaller than the theoretical strength of one
SB, given by Fmax = βESB0 /2 = 1.25 eV/R [49]. Each single
peak can be fitted with the worm-like-chain model [1,52],
which has been shown to describe such entropic loads
reasonably well [53,54]. When ρs is increased (corresponding
to Ns = 12 and 24 sticky sites, respectively) the distinct peaks
corresponding to SB rupture merge into one large plateau
and the force does not drop to 0 between discrete rupture
events [see Figs. 3(c) and 3(e)]. The height of this plateau is
comparable to the height of the distinct force peaks shown
in Fig. 3(a); in particular, the plateau is also lower than the
theoretical strength of one SB. Thus, entropic effects continue
to largely influence the effective strength of SBs also for high
sticky site densities.
As soon as the polymer is stretched to its contour length LC ,
the direction of loading is reversed and the structures are un-
loaded. For all three sticky site densities the load-displacement
curves show a pronounced asymmetry between loading and
unloading: more energy is needed to elongate the polymer
FIG. 3. (Color online) (a), (c), (e) Cyclic loading curves for N = 50 at kBT = 25 meV and three sticky site densities. (b), (d), (f)
Corresponding mean number of closed SBs as a function of the end-to-end distance. Black symbols denote loading branches; gray (red)
symbols, unloading branches. Curves are the averages of 20 runs of stretching and 10 runs of unloading.
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TABLE I. The energy needed to stretch the molecule to its contour length E1 (up to an additive constant this corresponds to the work to
fracture), the energy gained during unloading E2, the corresponding energy dissipation E = E1 − E2, and the amount of dissipated energy
E/E1 for the different investigated structures.
E1 E2 E
(eV) (eV) (eV) E/E1
Crumpled starting configuration
ρs = 0.08 11.4 ± 0.2 5.90 ± 0.02 5.5 ± 0.2 0.48 ± 0.02
ρs = 0.24 22.6 ± 0.5 7.42 ± 0.06 15.1 ± 0.5 0.67 ± 0.03
ρs = 0.48 36.7 ± 1.3 12.84 ± 0.14 23.9 ± 1.3 0.65 ± 0.04
Predefined topologies
Independent 24.2 ± 0.1 12.84 ± 0.14 11.3 ± 0.2 0.47 ± 0.01
Nested 54.6 ± 0.5 12.84 ± 0.14 41.7 ± 0.6 0.76 ± 0.01
Pseudoknotted 63.0 ± 0.7 12.84 ± 0.14 50.1 ± 0.7 0.80 ± 0.01
Second stretching
30.0 ± 1.2 12.84 ± 0.14 17.2 ± 1.2 0.57 ± 0.05
than is restored when it is unloaded. The difference in the area
of the two curves is a measure of the dissipated energy per
loading cycle E = E1 − E2, with E1 and E2 the area under
the loading and the unloading curve, respectively. The work
to fracture is given by W = E1 + EC , with EC = 25 eV the
energy needed to finally rupture the fully elongated polymer.
Because all SBs are open for a fully elongated polymer, EC is a
constant for all investigated structures. Thus, in the following,
EC is omitted and the energy to elongate the polymer E1 and
the work to fracture are used interchangeably. For the three
investigated densities the dissipated energy was found to be
E = 5.5 ± 0.2, 15.1 ± 0.5, and 23.8 ± 1.4 eV, respectively.
The corresponding relative amount of dissipated energy was
given by E/E1 = 0.49, 0.67, and 0.65, respectively (see also
Table I). Figures 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f) show that all SBs are open
when the chains are stretched to their contour lengths. Upon
unloading of the chain with ρs = 0.08 the SBs re-form, but at
end-to-end distances smaller than the distance corresponding
to bond breaking [see Fig. 3(b)]. At these smaller distances
the chain already has enough conformational freedom that the
formed SBs can relax and, thus, do not experience an elevated
force. To understand the asymmetry between loading and
unloading, think of a simple system with two sticky sites only.
At the start of the loading cycle at a small end-to-end distance
the SB is closed. This bond fails at an end-to-end distance
L∗ when the free length of the chain is almost completely
stretched. When the chain is approaching L∗ from above
during unloading the SB is open, and thus, the monomers are
free to fluctuate. However, formation of a stable SB requires
that the two sticky sites come into close spatial proximity. At
L∗ this is only possible if the free length of the chain is almost
completely stretched, as was enforced during loading by the
closed SB. It is highly improbable for the chain taking this
stretched configuration randomly, because of the low number
of corresponding configurations, i.e., the low entropy of this
state.
Unloading of the chain with ρs = 0.24 is similar to the
low-density case ρs = 0.08. Mostly, the bonds re-form at
distances shorter than when they were broken. At higher sticky
site densities the distance between neighboring sites is smaller
and the force is slightly increased compared to unloading
for the case ρs = 0.08 (see Fig. 3). The small region around
L/LC = 0.6, where sticky sites re-form earlier than they were
broken, is due to SBs that were originally formed between
sticky sites separated by a long distance along the chain that
re-form between closer sticky sites.
This effect is even more pronounced for the highest sticky
site density, ρs = 0.48, whose unloading behavior can be
described as a three-stage process [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]: First,
for an end-to-end distance still close to the contour length
the number of intact SBs increases considerably due to bond
formation between sticky sites that are in close vicinity along
the chain. This different behavior compared to the low-density
case is explained by (i) the higher number of sticky sites and
(ii) their closer distance along the chain, which both increase
the probability of SB formation. In contrast to the low-density
case, due to the increased length of the chain these bonds do
not yet have the conformational freedom to relax. Thus, the
SBs are still strained, resulting in the plateau in the unloading
part of the load-displacement curve. Second, for intermediate
end-to-end distances no new bonds are formed, but the existing
bonds relax. This can be seen as a sharp drop in the force in the
load-displacement curve [Fig. 3(e)] and a constant number of
intact bonds [Fig. 3(f)]. Third, for small end-to-end distances
the chain is relaxed enough that the remaining sticky sites that
are far apart along the chain can form SBs. Thus, the number
of intact SBs slowly increases again, while the force is slowly
decaying to 0. For low ρs all sticky sites are well separated
along the chain and unloading of the chain is described by the
third stage only [see Fig. 3(a)].
The equilibration times in the simulations were chosen
to be long enough that the system was in equilibrium at
each elongation. Thus, the observed hysteresis loops for all
densities are static in nature, meaning that the hysteresis
area does not vanish when the frequency of cycling tends
to 0. Such behavior is linked to bistable systems. In the
system presented the two states consist of different (stable)
states of SBs at the same elongation (open or closed and
formed between different partners, respectively). We believe
that this behavior is different from collective first-order phase
transitions that have been reported, e.g., for the unbinding
transition of filament bundles upon a decrease in the linker
concentration [55] or force-induced desorption or stiffening of
fibers [48,56].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Starting configurations (top) and load-displacement curves (bottom) for three topologies of SBs: independent (a),
nested (b), and pseudoknotted (c). Black spheres denote fixed end beads; dark and light beads denote nonsticky and sticky sites, respectively.
Straight connections correspond to the covalent backbone of the structure; zigzag connections denote closed SBs. Note that in the independent
configuration SBs are formed between neighboring sticky sites, while the other two topologies are characterized by SBs connecting sticky sites
that are far apart in the chain. In the load-displacement curves the black line shows stretching of the different starting configurations until the
contour length, and the gray (red) line shows subsequent (quasistatic) unloading. Note that this curve is identical for all structures. The length
of the chains was N = 50, and the sticky site density ρs = 0.48.
B. Influence of the topology of bonds
Previous work has shown that the topology of bonds has
a large influence on the mechanical behavior of the polymer
and its capability of dissipating energy [49,57–59]. To test
the influence of the topology on E1 and the dissipated
energy E a new set of simulations with special starting
configurations was performed. Instead of introducing the
sticky sites in the crumpled starting state of the polymer
and allowing the formation of SBs without any bias, in
these new starting configurations the topology of the SBs
was predefined at the beginning: independent, nested, and
pseudoknotted configurations (see the top row of Fig. 4 for
a sketch of the starting configurations and corresponding
topologies) [57]. The bottom row in Fig. 4 shows the resulting
load-displacement curves. Black symbols denote loading of
the different starting configurations. Although the number
of sticky sites and thus the initial number of SBs are equal
for all three structures (ρs = 0.48), the stretching part of
the load-displacement curves shows a considerably different
behavior. For the independent configuration the force starts
rising at the largest elongations compared to the other two
topologies. The first SB starts stretching when the length
of the structure is increased to L/LC = 1 − Ns/2(N − 1) ≈
1 − ρs/2 = 0.76 [see Fig. 4(a)], while much lower values,
L/LC ≈ 3/(N − 1) = 0.06 and L/LC ≈ 5/(N − 1) = 0.10,
are found for the nested and the pseudoknotted configurations,
respectively. Another difference between the topologies can be
seen in the number of single rupture events characterized by the
force peaks in the load-displacement curves. There are exactly
12 rupture events for the independent configuration, while for
the nested and pseudoknotted configurations the number of
rupture events increases by a factor of more than 3. In all the
configurations there are 24 sticky sites, giving a maximum
number of 12 simultaneously closed SBs. The number of 12
SB ruptures for the independent configuration shows that after
SB rupture the now open sticky sites do not re-form. This is
different for the nested and pseudoknotted configurations. The
number of SB ruptures is much larger than 12, indicating that in
this case after rupture the open sticky sites recombine, leading
to the formation of new SBs. It is clear that the re-forming
of SBs increases the work under the stretching curve. On the
other hand, the lack of SB re-formation leads to a reduction of
more than 50% in E1 for the independent topology compared
to the other two cases (see Table I). Another point that can be
observed concerns the height of the force peaks corresponding
to individual SB rupture events. Although in the simulations
all SBs are identical, the height of the observed force peaks
shows significant variations. In Ref. [49] it was shown that
the effective strength of SBs is reduced by thermal backbone
fluctuations and, thus, crucially depends on the effective length
of the chain defined by the SB. This effect is clearly shown
in Fig. 4. For the independent configuration SB rupture starts
at the large effective length of L/LC ≈ 0.75 and all the force
peaks show a height of ≈0.8 eV/R, which is a reduction of
one-third compared to the theoretical strength of one SB of
Fmax = 1.25 eV/R [see Fig. 4(a)]. The first rupture in the
nested configuration occurs at the small effective length of
L/LC ≈ 0.06. Due to this small length the effective strength
of the SB is close to its theoretical value Fmax. When the
chain is further stretched its effective length increases and the
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effective strength of SBs decreases, attaining the same value,
≈0.8 eV/R, as in the independent configuration for large
elongations [see Fig. 4(b)]. The rupture of the six pseudo-
knotted loops in Fig. 4(c) results in force peaks approximately
twice the size of the single SBs. Also, here the reduction
of the effective strength with increasing elongation is clearly
visible.
When the chains were stretched to L/LC = 1 the loading
was reversed and the chains unloaded. At this point all SBs
were open. Thus, the starting configuration, and consequently
the behavior upon unloading, is the same for all cases with the
same sticky site density [especially, it is also identical to the
unloading already discussed and shown in Fig. 3(e)].
IV. DISCUSSION
The simple model presented here cannot claim to describe
the microscopic details of enormous complexity characterizing
load-bearing structures in real materials. The polymer itself is
described by a simple bead model, the backbone elasticity
is given solely by bond stretching contributions, all other
monomer interactions are of hard sphere type only (excluded
volume interactions), and the solvent—and consequently
the solvation entropy—is totally neglected. Furthermore,
in contrast to molecular dynamics or Brownian dynamics
simulations, the MC method evaluates time-independent,
static properties. Thus, vibrational entropy is neglected. SBs
are described phenomenologically with an effective poten-
tial connecting always two beads, whereas in natural and
technological materials SBs are often formed among three
partners [14]. Despite these massive simplifications, which
are necessary to make the situation computationally tractable,
many characteristics found in the mechanical behavior of
biological materials can also be found in the model presented.
The sawtooth pattern characteristic of single SB rupture for
low sticky site densities [see Fig. 3(a)] closely resembles
experimentally found loading curves reported in nacre [19]
or in single-molecule measurements [60–65]. Furthermore,
experimental investigations of the mussel byssus show an
energy dissipation of E/E1 ≈ 0.7 [66], which is similar to
the values found during cyclic loading for the two high sticky
site densities investigated in this paper.
One of the most remarkable properties of biological
materials is their ability to repair and self-heal. One concept
of nature that achieves this is the use of reversible SBs.
It is the reversibility of these bonds that allows for repair
after the load is released. Nevertheless, the repair takes some
time and healing does not occur instantaneously. Whenever
the structure is reloaded immediately after unloading the
mechanical properties characterizing the second stretching
are strongly deteriorated compared to the first, while the me-
chanical properties recover after some waiting time between
consecutive loading cycles [67]. This effect is attributed to
the time needed for the sticky sites (which are mostly open
after loading) to find and re-form stable SBs. Experiments
showed that this process speeds up when the temperature
is increased, thus indicating that SB formation is a random,
thermally activated process [13]. The rate of bond formation
obtained with the present model resembles the experimental
finding of an initially fast formation that subsequently slows
FIG. 5. (Color online) Difference F = F1 − F2 of the load-
displacement curves for the first vs second stretching. Black circles
denote F > 0; gray (red) circles, F < 0. Clearly, on average
F > 0, showing that the first stretching cycle shows on average a
higher load than the second. This results in an approximately 20%
decrease in Es ; see also Table I.
down (see Fig. 2), further indicating that the recovery is
a stochastic, thermally activated process. Nevertheless, one
should keep in mind that the self-healing process in reality is
much more complicated than can be captured with the simple
model presented, depending, e.g., on the pH [68,69] and the
pI value [70].
Not only the re-formation of SBs but also all rele-
vant mechanical parameters depend on time, i.e., stretching
speed [46,71]. Energy dissipation becomes greater if the
structure is unloaded more rapidly than the SBs can form,
i.e., tUnload  τSB. No elevated force would be seen on the
unloading branch, effectively increasing the area between the
curves. On the other hand, energy dissipation would decrease
when stretching is faster than the relaxation time of the
polymer, such that it is not the SBs but rather the covalent
bonds that fail. Although MC simulations do not allow us
to directly determine time-dependent properties, it is still
possible to gain some insights into the two limiting cases
of infinitely fast and infinitely slow (quasistatic) (un)loading.
The load-displacement curves presented in Figs. 3 and 4
correspond to quasistatic deformation i.e., the polymer was
stretched so slowly that the structure was given enough time
to equilibrate at each loading step. When these quasistatically
unloaded structures are stretched a second time, this second
stretching is different from the first. This is due to the different
preparation of the starting state. The starting configuration
for the first stretching was prepared such that SB formation
was allowed only when the polymer was fully unloaded. This
corresponds to unloading that is much faster than the SBs
can form, i.e., the limiting case of infinitely fast unloading
tUnload  τSB. In contrast, the starting configuration for the
second stretching was obtained by a quasistatic unloading
of the polymer, allowing for SB formation already at large
elongations. Figure 5 shows the difference in the first versus
second stretching cycle, F = F1 − F2, calculated from the
averaged load-displacement curves as a function of elongation.
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Clearly, on average, F > 0, showing that the load of the
second stretching is reduced compared to the first. This leads
to a 20% reduction in the area under the stretching curve
from 36.7 to 30 eV (see Table I). The different mechanical
behavior of the second stretching cycle can be attributed to the
changed topology of the SBs induced by the different methods
of preparation of the starting configuration. On average, 72 ±
3.4% independent, 14.5 ± 2.4% nested, and 13.5 ± 2.1%
pseudoknotted SBs are formed for the fast unloading. In con-
trast, quasistatic unloading favors the independent topology
(SBs are formed between neighboring sticky sites), at the
cost of the pseudoknotted structure (SBs are formed between
non-neighboring sticky sites). A detailed analysis showed that
during quasistatic unloading 83 ± 3% of the SBs show the
independent topology. The remaining 17 ± 3% of SBs are of
the nested type, while not a single pseudoknotted configuration
was created in any unloading simulation run. It is this decrease
in the number of pseudoknotted SBs that is responsible for the
roughly 20% decrease in E1 for the second stretching cycle
after a quasistatic return. Thus, in the investigated model a
fast unloading is essential to achieve a complete recovery of
the initial material properties, i.e., the unloading has to be
much faster than the time scale of SB re-formation. A similar
mechanism might explain why the mussel byssus possesses
a highly ordered elastic framework that ensure a very fast
return of the stretched structure upon release of the load [72].
An analogous situation is found for cyclic loading of titin,
where the second stretching cycles are characterized by a lower
number of the characteristic sawtooth peaks compared to the
first [61].
As discussed above for random polymers a fast return of the
structure into its unstrained state can give an approximately
20% increase in the work to fracture. This increase can be
enhanced to almost 100% if it is possible to favor the nested
or pseudoknotted over the independent topology (see Table I).
This can be achieved if the polymer shows a certain folding
pattern. While random polymers have to rely on thermally
induced formation of SBs governed by the fluctuations of the
backbone, the advantage of folding is that it is possible to
bring selected sticky sites into close spatial proximity so that
they can form SBs of a chosen topology. A single polymer
chain with SBs in the nested or pseudoknotted configuration
requires more than double the amount of energy to be elongated
compared to the independent configuration. While proteins
control their folding pattern via the mutual interaction of the
sidechains and of the sidechains with water, one of the most
important factors determining the shape of polymers in general
is the backbone elasticity. When additional bending terms
are included in the description of the backbone elasticity of
the polymers, depending on the magnitude of the bending
constant and the temperature, a broad range of equilibrium
shapes of the polymers, including hairpin structures, can be
observed [73]. Naturally these hairpin structures favor the
formation of the nested topology. Another example are SBs
based on hydrogen bridges in β sheets that are responsible
for the remarkable mechanical properties of silk [42,43].
The parallel strands allow for the pseudoknotted topology.
The resulting cooperative failure of the SBs maximizes the
force to unfold the polymer [71,74]. Furthermore, due to the
cooperative loading of the SBs in these structures the rather
weak hydrogen bridges can provide considerable forces. On
the other hand, to provide sufficient mechanical stability SBs
in random coil polymers like the metal coordination bonds
investigated in this paper are much stronger, because they
normally fail sequentially.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Using a simple model the influence of the number and
topology of SBs on the mechanical behavior of polymeric
chains during cyclic loading was investigated. In general
both the work to fracture E1 and the energy dissipation E
increase with increasing sticky site density. While for low
sticky site densities a discrete rupture of single SBs can be
observed, for high sticky site densities these single peaks
merge into one large plateau. Computational cyclic loading
experiments showed a pronounced asymmetry between the
stretching and the unloading branch for all sticky site densities.
This hysteresis is due to two reasons: first, the SBs re-form
at elongations smaller than those at which they rupture;
and second, the SBs re-form between sticky sites separated
by smaller distances along the chain than when the SBs
originally formed. Consequently, upon quasistatic unloading
the topology of the SBs changes. In general, the amount
of SBs of the independent type increases at the cost of the
pseudoknotted type.
It was shown that the nested and pseudoknotted topologies
possess superior mechanical properties compared to the inde-
pendent configuration. The work to fracture and the dissipated
energy are increased by a factor of more than 2 from the purely
independent to the pseudoknotted topology. This large increase
is due to a pronounced re-forming of the bonds ruptured
during loading. After a quasistatic unloading the formation
of SBs of the independent type are favored, at the cost of the
pseudoknotted behavior. Thus, the mechanical performance of
the polymer deteriorates when it is stretched a second time.
It can be concluded that after release of the load a fast return
to its initial state is essential for the polymer to maintain its
mechanical performance.
Although simple, the model presented captures several
aspects of sacrificial bonding also found in real systems.
These are, first, the characteristic sawtooth patterns found for
low sticky site densities; second, the pronounced hysteresis
in cyclic loading with an energy dissipation of ≈70% for
high sticky site densities; third, the characteristic time scale
of re-formation of SBs after unloading, with an initial fast
and a subsequent slow recovery; and fourth, the deterioration
of mechanical properties during second loading, depending
on the unloading speed. This resemblance might indicate that
the mechanisms of energy dissipation and recovery identified
in this simple model also have some importance in real
systems.
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